VALUE CREATION MODEL

We will create value through IoT technologies by
enhancing our expertise in solving problems
faced by customers and society.
As a partner to its customers, Fujitsu possesses an understanding of their management issues
and economic and social value, as well as their strategies and initiatives, and supports their
decision-making in various fields.

Fujitsu’s Value Creation Model
Customer value
• New business
• Investment

Fujitsu

Data

Analysis

Device

BI*1/BA*2/PA*3

Decision-making

Customers

Automation/AI

• Operation costs
• Customer satisfaction

*1 BI: Business Intelligence
*2 BA: Business Analytics
*3 PA: Predictive Analysis

Value created by Fujitsu (including algorithms)

The rapid advance of the IoT is driving demand for the creation of innovative fields consisting of digital ecosystems, such as
healthcare, manufacturing, and transportation, that utilize digital technology. By analyzing data collected through all manner of
networked hardware and devices and connecting it through algorithms, Fujitsu aims to offer digital support for customers’
decision-making and to automate the decision-making process itself.
In other words, Fujitsu’s technology and services will provide powerful support for companies and society where people are
active—this is our vision for a world of Human Centric Innovation. As it repeats this cycle, Fujitsu will create added value and
strengthen its customers’ businesses, aiming to create a more sustainable society that grows in the future. In the process, we
aim to grow together with our customers and society as an indispensable partner.

Enhancing “Connected” IoT Technologies
In the IoT era, the connection of all things is the source of value creation. To
realize this service model, we will focus our investments in research and devel-

Mobile

opment of “connected” core technologies that lead the IoT era.
To accelerate the development of the main technologies shown on the right,
we will integrate our business unit structure and increase our development

SDx/NFV

capabilities under a unified strategy.

IoT

To this end, we plan to aggressively strengthen collaboration with external

Big Data/
AI

institutions in addition to creating synergies with research institutions within
the Group, such as Fujitsu Laboratories and Fujitsu Research Institute. This will
further accelerate the development of high-quality technologies and market
launches.
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VALUE CREATION MODEL

Using Connected Digital Technologies to Drive
“Connected“ Services
For the world and
the Earth
VALUE CREATION SECTION

Contribute to sustainable development and
progress

For industries and
the public sector

Joint creation within
digital ecosystems
For companies

Combining the management
resources of people, information, and infrastructure
For individuals

Empowering people
Fujitsu

Widening Fields and Impact on Society
Individuals

Companies

Industries and the public sector

The world and the Earth

Empowerment of people
who create innovation

Supporting business success and business model
transformation

Fields created by the
digital ecosystems that
support innovation and
value creation

Contributing to the sustainability of society and
the Earth
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human wisdom through digital
technology.
Fujitsu will deploy its digital
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